WINTER 2023

TIER 2 INDIVIDUALS & SOCIETIES/GEN ED DIVERSITY EMPHASIS (CROSS LISTED)

ITAL 231  Fashion and Culture in France and Italy (Building Connections)
Dr. Kaye

ITAL 330D  Empowered Women in Italian Literature and Culture (EP Humanist)
Dr. Gaspar

TIER 2 HUMANITIES

ITAL 230  Introduction to Italian Culture (Building Connections)
Dr. Belloccio

ITAL 240  Folklore and Popular Culture (Building Connections)
Dr. Belloccio

REGISTER NOW!  summer-winter.arizona.edu

ALL CLASSES ARE ONLINE AND GEN ED
In-State Tuition for ALL in Summer/Winter Session!

QUESTIONS?  see italian.arizona.edu  |  (520)621-7349